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About This Game

Seat of War is a multiplayer team based shooter. Fight alongside your teammates in an 8-player war using a variety of iconic
weapons. Be ready to kill all your enemies in this game of survival.

Features:

-Currently 2 maps, we are working on adding more.

-4+ weapons

-Team based multiplayer mode up to 8 players.

And much more...
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Title: Seat of War
Genre: Action
Developer:
Halfbolt Studios
Publisher:
Halfbolt Studios
Release Date: 24 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: i5-2400

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 560

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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so for a new game i would love to see it grow i love how th guns work my only issue with it currently is not being able to change
my key binds but other then that it would be really cool to have an option to play with bots. Tbh this game is great just needs to
be fixed and then your all good to go. 7\/10 would rate again. dont even waste $0.59 on this unplayable piece
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. i was guy to buy this game it looks petty good but no poeple were online:(. I
personally think this game is crappy for now, sure, its only a few bucks. But there are games out there for free that beats this
game. Feels like the old Counter Strike, only MOST OPTIONS DO NOT WORK, can't even set sounds.

All you hear in the game is shooting. Non-Stop. Personally, this game needs alot of improvement.

Steam should have put it on a free trail base first, before selling it. I would not recommend buying this in bulk. Atleast not until
improvement is made. Try it first as one person, then show your friends, after that you can decide. Once I can see improvement,
I can recommend this game to others.

NOTE:
Like others and myself said. MOST OPTIONS do not work. The following is found:
- When you select server settings first for the game.
- Settings in the game cannot be adjusted.
- The game itself is low quality, like old Counter Strike.
- The game itself feels cheap. No help\/tutorial, don't even know controls.
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Early Feedback and Bug Reports are IN!:

First and foremost, we want to thank everyone who has taken the time to submit their great feedback, suggestions and bug
reports!
It is both rewarding and refreshing to get such a diverse and passionate response about Ferret Scoundrels, and we're listening
and actively working on many of your suggestions.

Those that haven't, we would love to hear from you, so that your opinions are heard too.
We have a feedback form accessible from the demo or you can join the conversation at our discord[discord.gg].

Please do continue sending us your suggestions and feedback. It helps us a great deal. Thank You!. Early Access Release Date
Announced: May 9th, 2019:

We are proud to announce that we will be releasing Ferret Scoundrels on May 9th in Early Access. A few weeks ago we
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released a free demo to the public to get feedback from the community. The demo was a great success, we got tons of feedback
and we have already started adding new features and squashing bugs. We will be taking down the free demo on May 9th, so if
you want to try it for free (and haven't already) you still have a few days left.

The Future of Ferret Scoundrels. Patch v0.0.5 - Smuggling Items and Spyglass update:

 Admiralty no longer overwhelm the player demanding multiple times to search for stolen cargo.

 Admiralty no longer demands to search for stolen cargo if the player is actively in combat.

 There is now a difference between Stolen and Contraband Items

 Rum and Cider are now considered Contraband Items.

 Contraband items cannot be converted into legal items at a pirate merchant.

 Looting Cargo that you just dropped is no longer is considered stolen when picked up by you.

 Improved Spyglass Rotation.

 Spyglass now can Zoom in and out.

 Removed 'quick view inventory' menu.

 Map Icons now Stack Better.

 Generated Raft Stats have been changed.

 Added camera zoom objective to tutorial.

 When respawning after being sunk, your ship name correctly shows as Scavenged Wreck.
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 Tutorial Bug Fixes (addressed some conditions which would cause the tutorial to be incompleteable)

 Cosmetic Items being Duplicated should now be fixed.

 When canceling zoning to a new map, we fixed an error where you could be thrown into an island and killed.

. Patch v0.0.2 Bug Fixes:
v0.0.2a 

 Boat stealing should no longer cause the game to crash

 Fixed a performance bug that may have been causing issues on long playtimes

 Fixed a bug where your first mate was wearing improper clothes when you switched to a new boat

 Fixed another bug that crashed the game while loading a new zone

 Disabled a few zone types that were causing performance issues

v0.0.2b

 Fixed a rare issue that sometimes caused boats to fly into the air or sail upside down. Because this issue is rare, if you
encounter this bug, please let us know in our discord here[discord.gg] or comment on this post.

. Ferret Scoundrels Patch v0.0.6 Zone Saving:

Added Zone Saving. Patch v0.0.1 Bug Fixes:

 Update the Q symbol in our Font
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 Fixed a bug that may have been causing some crashes when loading a zone

 Fixed some bugs that may have been causing some crashes

You can now bind keys in the launcher, this is a temporary solution until we can add this functionality in game -
*WARNING* The messages in game will not show the new key bindings

 Fixed bug where dialogue would sometimes reopen after you left a dock or finished a conversation

 Fixed a visual bug where dialogue buttons would still animated after the dialogue selection was made

 Boats will now only heal if they are flying a surrender or admiralty flag

 Flying the surrender flag now slows down your ship

 Destroy or Loot enemy ship quests will have a better quest description on the map

 All zones will have at least one Bank, Post Office, and Shipwright

 Boarded boats will wait till you leave their inventory before they begin to sail away

 Admiralty boats will no longer attack players when trying to inspect their cargo

 Fixed a bug where the reclaim quest did not have the quest item on the boat

 All merchants will have some empty slots for selling items

 Merchants will no longer sell any illegal goods by default unless they are pirate merchants

 After you pillage a ship the game will no longer show the option to pillage the enemy vessel

 If you leave a boarded ship without choosing a pillage option you will now be able to attempt to pillage that ship again

 Fixed a bug where the UI was not scaling properlly smaller resolutions

 All UI menus will have their toggle button listed on that menu

 Boat on boat collisions will now deal less damage

 Shipwrecks should never be empty

 Sink ship quests will have an increased chance of giving you a higher level chest if the target ship is higher level than
your ship

 Reclaim item quests will have an increased chance of giving you a higher level chest if the target ship is higher level
than your ship

 We have added a few more resolution options

 General Performance Updates

Known Bugs:
Stealing ships is currently bugged and has been causing crashes
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